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It was pointed out by T. Watanabe [4, II] that Dynkin’s criterion
of excessiveness of a function f, is sometimes inconvenient for applications, because it requires two strong conditions"
1) the function f is finely continuous,
2) the function f is supermedian with respect to a very large
family of sets.
As an alternative of Dynkin’s criterion, Watanabe proved another
criterion, in which he replaced the condition 1) with the stronger one,
that f was lower semicontinuous, while condition 2) was weakened
by considering a family cU that had to be only a base. Furthermore
it was conjectured that in this criterion the lower semicontinuity of f
can be replaced by a weaker continuity condition stated in terms of
Here we give a positive answer to this conjecture, in the case of
an instantaneous state process. A version of this criterion is very
useful in the case of a Markov process, associated to an elliptic strongly
degenerated differential operator [3].
Let E be a locally compact space with a countable open base and
6’ the a-algebra of Borel sets of E. Further let (2, /, /,, Xt, t, P)
be a standard process, with state space (E, C). For notations and definitions in the Markov process theory we refer to [1].
If A is a nearly Borel set, f e 6’+ and x e E we denote E[f(xro)] by
Ha f(x).
Suppose that cU is a family of nearly Borel sets such that for each
point x e E and each neighbourhood V of x there exists U e cU, x
Uc V. For any x e E the family CU(x)= {U e cU/x e r} becomes a directed set under the order relation "U < U. if U ]".
Theorem. If s" E--R+ is an universally measurable function
such that"
(a) H s < s
for any U e
H
(b) s(x)= lim vs(x)
for any x e E,
eCU(x)

then s is excessive.
Proof. We consider a metric d on E and
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n/> 1, choose a sequence {D/i e N} of open sets and another sequence
{U/i e N}cU such that
D=E, Dc7, d(V)<l/n, ()i e N,

the set {ieN/UK=} is finite or any compact set K. We define
R(w) Tcv(w) iXo(w)eD
D, then put Ro=O, R=R and
R+=R+Ro or each keN, kl.
e
stopping times (see [4], (II) Lemma 3.2) and lim R
are
{R/k N}
The unction s" ER+, defined by s(x)=in {HVs(x)/ie N,
x e } fs universally measurable ([1], p. 61). Further let x0 e E, t0,
n e N, n 1. We are going to prove the ollowing inequality by induc-

=

=.

tion"

S(Xo) E[s(X) t < R] + E[s(X) R < t].
For k=0 it is trivial. Further (a) implies."
(2)
s(x) E[s(X)].
On the other hand we have
Ex[8(XTv) t Tcu]: Ex[HU8(Zt) t Toys]
E[s(X) t Tc],
nd hence E[s(X) t- r R] E[s(X_ ) t- r R].
In this. inequality we put x=Xz(w) and r=R(w) and integrate
over {w/R(w) t} with respect to dP(w)
(3)
Z/)< s(X(’))’Z’/-<’) dP(’)dP()
( )

I

I

f

/<

s(X-(’))Z’/-)<’)dP()(’)dP()

Using the strong Markov property, ) we can rewrite the last term

as

Eo[s(Xt) t-- R R
R t].
Now in (2) we put XR(w) instead of x and integrate both sides, of
(2) over (w/R(o) < t}
s(X(’) ) dpx

")

(w’) dpxo(w)

urther, using (3) we get
Ex[8n(Xt) RtR+]

+

I

Z/)<,

Is(X(’))Z,/,-),dP

)

(’)dpo().

Again the strong Markov property 1) shows that the last term
equals

E[s(Xn+,) R+t]
Thus we have
1)
We have used the strong Markov property in the following form" If r
is a stopping time and G(, ’) an / measurable non-negative functions, then

Ex[G(. t,,.(.)); ,../l](o)--EX(,,)[G(o, .)].
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Eo[s(X) R t]

t R + ] + Eo[s(X+,) R + < t]
Now let us suppose that (1) is valid; from (1) and (4) wet get

> Eo[s(X) R

S(Xo)Exo[sn(Xt) tRk+l]+Ex[s(Xt) t=Rk+l]
+Ex[s(XR/I) R+It],
which leads to formula (1) with for k + 1 instead of k.
Letting k--c we have

S(Xo) E[sn(Xt)].
But since condition (b) implies s= lim s, we obtain
S(Xo) > lim inf Ex[s(X)] > E[s(X)].

I U e cU(x0), then
S(Xo) > limt--,0sup E[s(X)] > limt--,0in E[s(Xt)]
lim Ex[Hus(Xt) t Tcv]’-HUs(Xo),
tO

and hence S(Xo)= limt0 Ex[8(Zt)].
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